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WANTED—A REAL FRESHMAN RALLY

THE TECH, C. A. handbook shows that Field Day has been won by the freshmen just seven times since its inauguration. The new men have more than held their own against the Sophomores only these few times in a period of thirty-two years. Certainly the Sophomore has the advantage of greater numbers. Furthermore, there are more freshmen living in the dormitories. This is a distinct advantage in athletic circles. The Sophomores must be content with the nearness of the dorms to the athletic field. Apparently the only advantage which the Sophomores possess, outside of a little previous experience, is their class organization.

It has been felt for a long time that this difficulty could be overcome by arranging a rapid organization of the freshman class. It may be editorially and absolutely personal for a brief space of time. If one has doubt of the continuance of this statement, view for a brief moment the actions of the student government with respect to any positive actions proposed by the student body or its members.

The organizing was drowned in the complexities of a charlatan's tricks, and he is the head of the whole hounding works. And as we vote in the dark, we vote at will, hardly knowing the permanent we put in office at first hand.

If we may be considered the conscience of a nation, we should take steps to stop such actions. If this is a real lack of that genius for doing right, and of course something must be done, it is a great pity to us that the effort of a management genuinely interested and later proved financially successful may be drowned in the complexities of a charlatan's tricks.

And now the formula users are reverting, over their still lives, and through their prescribed actions and attitudes, all eminently respectable or conventionally wicked, at that mortal group as primitives as to attempt freshman homecoming. This dear reader is not a localized symptom, but the characteristic of a people. And the exasperation of that people is the engineer.

Revolution lies only in the singling of discrete personalities, distinguishing in the resultant stirring of mutual recognition and not in the efforts and the skillful building of a more or less plastic and homogeneous mass of pseudo-humans conforming to an indistinct type.

This it is that we prefer the organization of what will later be an exuberant unfolding for stag enjoyment. This is not original as other attempts of a similar nature, skill and all anyone had the urge, and someone had the initiative, and someone performed the execution. This is the germ of creation, and creation the destruction of a composer life.

Some unnamed soul with motives, who, more mature than all others, has been endeavoring to create new forms. There have been instances of freshmen "rides." There is no excuse for a situation where a small group can repeatedly haze members of a larger one with no fear of consequences.

How about '37. The Class of '36 was defeated 13-9 last year. Surely that is not a record to aim at.

PROCRASTINATION

It is a well known fact that, to underachieve at least, procrastination is an activity intimately connected with the doing of our work. The reason is probably because the results of our work are put off as long as possible or left undone, and even attendance at the meetings of the organization to which the feeling of members and the instructing staff should suddenly show increased interest. The situation is entirely undesirable. Nevertheless there is a reason for procrastination. Suppose that a large amount of work, sometimes unnecessary, is done by students. A remedy would seem obvious.